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Abstract
In the partially ordered knapsack problem (POK) we are given a set N of items and a partial order ≺P on N . Each item has a
size and an associated weight. The objective is to pack a set N ′ ⊆ N of maximum weight in a knapsack of bounded size. N ′ should
be precedence-closed, i.e., be a valid preﬁx of ≺P . POK is a natural generalization, for which very little is known, of the classical
Knapsack problem. In this paper we present both positive and negative results. We give an FPTAS for the important case of a two-
dimensional partial order, a class of partial orders which is a substantial generalization of the series-parallel class, and we identify
the ﬁrst non-trivial special case for which a polynomial-time algorithm exists. Our results have implications for approximation
algorithms for scheduling precedence-constrained jobs on a single machine to minimize the sum of weighted completion times, a
problem closely related to POK.
© 2006 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
Let a partially ordered set (poset) be denoted as P = (N,≺P ), where N ={1, 2, . . . , n}. A subset I ⊆ N is an order
ideal (or ideal or preﬁx) of P if b ∈ I and a≺P b imply a ∈ I . In the partially ordered knapsack problem (denoted by
POK), the input is a tuple (P = (N,≺P ),w, p, b) where P is a poset, w : N → R+, p : N → R+, and b ∈ R+. For
a set S ⊆ N , p(S) (w(S)) denotes∑i∈Spi (
∑
i∈Swi). We are given a knapsack of capacity b and the sought output is
an ideal N ′ that maximizes w(N ′) and ﬁts in the knapsack, i.e., p(N ′)b. A -approximation algorithm, < 1, ﬁnds
an ideal N ′ such that p(N ′)b and w(N ′) is at least  times the optimum. We occasionally abuse notation and denote
a poset by N , or omit P from ≺P when this leads to no ambiguity. For simplicity we shall also sometimes denote a
POK instance by N with ≺P ,w, p implied from the context.
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POK is a natural generalization of the classical Knapsack problem. An instance of the latter is a POK instance with
an empty partial order. Johnson and Niemi [16] view POK as modeling, for example, an investment situation where
every investment has a cost and a potential proﬁt and in which certain investments can be made only if others have been
made previously. POK is strongly NP-complete, even when pi =wi , ∀i ∈ N , and the partial order is bipartite [16] and
hence does not have an FPTAS, unless P =NP. Very recently, Hajiaghayi et al. [12] showed that POK is hard to
approximate within a factor 2(log n) , for some > 0, unless 3SAT ∈ DTIME(2n3/4+). The result relies on the hardness
of bipartite clique by Feige and Kogan [9]. Using the hardness result of Khot [17] for the latter problem one obtains also
that for any > 0, if SAT does not have a probabilistic algorithm that runs in 2n there is no polynomial time (possibly
randomized) algorithm for POK that achieves an approximation ratio n′ for some ′ that depends on . It is also worth
noting that POK generalizes the well-studied densest k-subgraph problem (DkS). No NP-hardness of approximation
result exists for DkS but the best approximation ratio currently known is O(min{n, n/k}), < 13 [1,10]. Feige [8] and
Khot [17] have so far provided evidence that DkS may be hard to approximate within some constant factor.
In terms of positive results for POK, there is very little known. In 1983 Johnson and Niemi gave an FPTAS for
the case when the precedence graph is a directed out-tree [16]. Recently there has been revived interest due to the
relevance of POK for scheduling. An O(1)-factor approximation for POK would lead to a (2 − )-approximation, for
some constant > 0, for minimizing average completion time of precedence-constrained jobs on a single machine, a
problem denoted as 1|prec|∑wjCj . Improving on the known factor of 2 for 1|prec|∑wjCj (see, e.g., [3,4,13,21,24])
is one of the major open questions in scheduling theory [25]. The relationship between POK and 1|prec|∑wjCj was
explored in a recent paper by Woeginger [28].
Due to the scheduling connection, we adopt scheduling terminology for POK instances: items in N are jobs, function
w assigns weights and function p processing time. To our knowledge, Woeginger gave after many years the ﬁrst new
results for POK by showing pseudopolynomial algorithms for the cases where the underlying partial order is an interval
order or a bipartite convex order [28].
In this paper we give two new algorithms for POK on special classes of partial orders. Our positive results are based
on structural information of posets. One of the main applications of posets is in scheduling problems but there are only
a few relevant results (e.g., [5,13]). Moreover, these results are usually derived either by simple greedy scheduling
or by relying on an LP solution to resolve the ordering. However, a large amount of combinatorial theory exists
for posets. Tapping this source can only help in designing approximation algorithms. Following this approach, we
obtain combinatorial algorithms for comprehensive classes of POK instances. These lead to improved approximation
algorithms for the corresponding cases of 1|prec|∑wjCj .
Two-dimensional orders. In Section 2 we provide an FPTAS for POK when the underlying order is two-dimensional.
It achieves a (1 − )-approximation for the optimum weight while meeting the upper bound on the processing time.
We proceed to give background on two-dimensional orders. A linear extension of a poset P = (N,≺P ) is a linear
(total) order L with a≺P b implying a≺Lb for a, b ∈ N . Every poset P can be deﬁned as the intersection of its linear
extensions (as binary relations) [27]. The minimum number of linear extensions deﬁning P in this way is the dimension
of P, denoted by dimP . It is well known that dimP =2 exactly whenP can be embedded into the Euclidean plane so that
a≺P b for a, b ∈ N if and only if the point corresponding to a is not to the right and not above the point corresponding
to b. Two-dimensional posets were ﬁrst characterized by Dushnik and Miller [7] and they can be recognized and their
two deﬁning linear extensions can be found in polynomial time. However, recognizing whether dimP =k for any k3
is NP-complete [29]. POK is NP-complete on two-dimensional partial orders, since the empty partial order is also of
dimension 2. It is well known that every directed out-tree poset is series-parallel and that every series-parallel poset
is also of dimension 2, but the class of two-dimensional posets is substantially larger. For example, while the class of
series-parallel posets can be characterized by a single forbidden subposet, posets of dimension 2 cannot be deﬁned by
a ﬁnite list of forbidden substructures. Thus our FPTAS for two-dimensional POK represents a substantial addition
to previously known positive results on directed out-trees [16] and other classes [28]. For a review of the extensive
literature on two-dimensional posets, we refer the reader to [22].
Complement of chordal bipartite orders. A bipartite poset, denoted as (X, Y ; ≺), is one whose comparability graph
is a bipartite graph G = (X, Y ;E) with X, Y being the two sets of the vertex partition. By convention, the set of
maximal elements of the partial order is Y . A POK instance is called Red–Blue if ∀a ∈ N , either wa = 0 (a is red) or
pa = 0 (a is blue). Red–Blue bipartite instances of POK are of particular interest since solving any POK instance can
be reduced in an approximation-preserving manner to solving a Red–Blue bipartite instance (cf. Section 3). Observe
that on such an instance, we can assume without loss of generality that the set of red elements is X. In Section 3 we
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give a polynomial-time algorithm for POK on Red–Blue bipartite instances where the comparability graph has the
following property: its bipartite complement is chordal bipartite. Chordal bipartite graphs are bipartite graphs in which
every cycle of length 6 or more has a chord. They form a large class of perfect graphs, containing, for example, convex
and biconvex bipartite graphs, bipartite permutation graphs (the comparability graphs of bipartite posets of dimension
2), bipartite distance hereditary graphs and interval bigraphs and they can be recognized in polynomial time [23]. For
an excellent overview of these graph classes, the reader is referred to [2]. To the best of our knowledge, our result
identiﬁes the ﬁrst nontrivial class of partial orders for which POK is solvable in polynomial time. The class we study is
admittedly a restricted one but this is unavoidable to a certain extent: all other solvable cases, e.g., when the poset is a
rooted tree [16], an interval order [28], a convex bipartite poset [28] or a series-parallel poset, include the case when the
partial order is empty, i.e., the classical Knapsack problem. Hence their best algorithm can only be pseudopolynomial,
unlessP=NP. In contrast, the class we deﬁne does not include Knapsack; moreover it is the “maximal” possible in
P since without the Red–Blue constraint the problem becomes NP-hard even on these restricted posets. We also give
an FPTAS for POK with general w and p functions and comparability graph whose bipartite complement is chordal
bipartite.
As a corollary to our POK results, we obtain in Section 4 a 1.61803-approximation for 1|prec|∑wjCj when the
partial order of the jobs falls in one of the two classes we described above. Our derivation uses machinery developed
by Woeginger in [28].
An extended abstract of the present paper appeared in [20]. The conference version contains some additional propo-
sitions for POK with a general partial order. Those results formalize the inadequacies of the natural linear relaxation
for the problem.
2. POK on two-dimensional orders
2.1. A pseudopolynomial algorithm for POK on two-dimensional posets
Consider a POK instance (P = (N,≺P ), p,w, b) where ≺P is two-dimensional. For simplicity we denote w(N)
by W . Without loss of generality we assume that processing times, weights and the knapsack capacity are all integers.
For any S ⊆ N and w ∈ [0,W ], let pw(S)=min{p(I)|I ⊆ S is an ideal in the induced poset S and w(I)=w}. Note
that if there is no ideal in S with weight w then pw(S) = +∞ by default. For k ∈ S and w ∈ [0,W ], deﬁne further
pw(S, k)= min{p(I)|I ⊆ S is an ideal in the induced poset S, the highest numbered element in I is k and w(I)=w}.
If there is no ideal in S with weight w and containing k as its highest numbered element then pw(S, k) = +∞. It is
clear that pw(S) = mink=1,2,...,n pw(S, k).
We assume, without loss of generality, that the elements of N have been numbered so that L1 = 1, 2, . . . , n is a
linear extension of P . We will use the notation i||k if i < k as numbers and i is not comparable to k in P . The principal
ideals are deﬁned by Bk = {i|i
P k} and their ‘complements’ by Bk = {i|i||k} for k = 1, 2, . . . , n. Partition the ideals
of P by their highest numbered element, and let Ik be the set of ideals with highest numbered element k. If I ∈ Ik ,
then we clearly must have Bk ⊆ I and I\Bk must be an ideal in the induced subposet Bk . Therefore, each ideal
I ∈ Ik is in a one-to-one correspondence with the ideal I\Bk of the subposet Bk and p(I) = p(I\Bk) + p(Bk) and
w(I) = w(I\Bk) + w(Bk). Thus, we have proved the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Consider a POK problem on the poset P with knapsack capacity b and total item weight W . Then for any
weight w ∈ [w(Bk),W ], pw(N, k) = pw−w(Bk)(Bk) + p(Bk).
In order to derive pw(N), we could apply the computation in Lemma 1 recursively to the subposetsBk; however, this
would yield a computation, which is exponential in n. As the following theorem shows, however, the recursion does
not need to go beyond the second level if dimP =2, thus yielding a pseudopolynomial algorithm. For the remainder of
the section, let us assume that L1 = 1, 2, . . . , n and L2 are the two deﬁning linear extensions for the two-dimensional
poset P . Accordingly i≺P k iff i≺L1k and i≺L2k.
Theorem 2. If dimP = 2 for a POK problem with knapsack capacity b and total item weight W, then its optimal
solution can be computed by a pseudopolynomial algorithm in O(n2W) time.
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Fig. 1. Sets deﬁned by the 2-d algorithm. Linear extension L1 corresponds to a nondecreasing order of the x-coordinates of the jobs. A set is deﬁned
by an area R means the set contains the points in R. Jobs k, j correspond to points K, J , respectively. The sets Bk,Bj are deﬁned by rectangles
OK2KK1 and OJ 2JJ 1, respectively. Set B¯k is deﬁned by the half-open area above K2K , to the right of the y-axis and to the left of the line
x =K1. Set B¯j is deﬁned by the half-open area above J2J , to the right of the y-axis and to the left of the line x = J1. Set Ckj is deﬁned by rectangle
K2J2JL. Only sets Bk,Bj and Ckj contain the borders of their deﬁning areas.
Proof. Partition the set of ideals in P by their highest numbered element and apply Lemma 1. Accordingly we obtain
that pw(N) for 0wW is equal to
min
k=1,2,...,n pw(N, k) = mink=1,2,...,n{pw−w(Bk)(Bk) + p(Bk)|w − w(Bk)0}.
We will show that the computation of px(Bk) for a ﬁxed k and all x ∈ [0,W ] can be carried out in O(nW) time. Then
the entire computation for the pw(N) needs no more than O(n2W) time. Let
Ckj = Bk ∩ Bj = {i| i ∈ Bk, i
P j}
and
Ckj = Bk ∩ Bj = {i| i ∈ Bk, i < j, i⊀P j} for k = 1, 2, . . . , n and j ||k.
See Fig. 1 for an illustration of the various sets. We claim that dimP = 2 and j ||k imply Ckj =Bj : If i ∈ Ckj , then it
can easily be seen that i ∈ Bj . For the other direction, if i ∈ Bj , then i < j and i⊀P j , i.e., j≺L2 i. Furthermore, j ||k
implies j < k and j⊀P k, i.e., k≺L2j too, so that by transitivity of L2 k≺L2 i also holds, which implies i ∈ Bk , and
thus i ∈ Ckj .
Let us compute the px(Bk) in ascending order of k = 1, 2, . . . , n. For this it sufﬁces to calculate px(Bk, j) for
all j : j ||k and x ∈ [0,W ], since px(Bk) = minj :j ||k{px(Bk, j)}. Applying Lemma 1 to the poset Bk shows that
px(Bk, j) can be derived from px(Ckj ) by px(Bk, j)= px−w(Ckj )(Ckj ) + p(Ckj ) for w(Ckj )xW . But Ckj = Bj
and px−w(Ckj )(Ckj )= px−w(Ckj )(Bj ), therefore we need only previously computed p values for Bj . Combining these
observations, we obtain
px(Bk) = min
j :j ||k{px(Bk, j)} = minj :j ||k{px−w(Ckj )(Bj ) + p(Ckj )|x − w(Ckj )0}.
Finally, to obtain the optimal solution for the POK we only have to ﬁnd w∗, the largest weight for which pw∗(N)b.
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Since the quantities p(Bk), w(Bk), p(Ckj ) and w(Ckj ) can all be calculated in O(n3) time in a preprocessing step,
the claimed complexity of the algorithm easily follows. 
It is also possible to deﬁne the ‘dual’ of the above procedure: For any S ⊆ N and p ∈ [0, b], let wp(S) =
max{w(I)|I ⊆ S is an ideal in the induced poset S and p(I) = p}. Note that if there is no ideal in S with total
processing time p then we deﬁne wp(S)=−∞. For k ∈ S and p ∈ [0, b], deﬁne further wp(S, k)= max{w(I)|I ⊆ S
is an ideal in the induced poset S, the highest numbered element in I is k and p(I) = p}. If there is no ideal in
S with total processing time p and containing k as its highest numbered element then wp(S, k) = −∞. It is clear
that wp(S) = max1,2,...,k wp(S, k). We can set up analogous recursions to the ones above to obtain an alternative
pseudopolynomial solution for any two-dimensional instance of POK. We omit the details and state only the result that
follows from this.
Theorem 3. If dimP =2 for a POK problem with knapsack capacity b and total item valueW, then its optimal solution
can be computed by a pseudopolynomial algorithm in O(n2b) time.
By Theorems 2 and 3 interesting cases, such as two-dimensional instances where all jobs have unit weights or unit
processing times, can be solved in polynomial time.
2.2. Obtaining an FPTAS
The algorithm given in Theorem 2 is polynomial in W . We show that compressing the data in a standard manner
allows us to compute a near-optimal solution instead of the exact optimum in time polynomial in n and 1/, for a
prescribed error bound .
We will scale the coefﬁcients in a way similar to the one used for Knapsack (cf. [14]). Let K = wmax/n be the
scaling parameter, where wmax = maxj∈N wj . Set w′j = wj/K ∀j ∈ N .
Let I (K) and I ∗ be the optimal ideals for the scaled and the original problem, respectively. Since any job j for which∑
i
P jpi > b can be eliminated together with all its successors in P in a preprocessing step, we can assume without the
loss of generality that every job ﬁts into the knapsack, i.e.,∑i
P jpib for every j ∈ N . This implies that wj w(I ∗)
for every j ∈ N and thus wmaxw(I ∗). Then we have
w(I ∗)w(I (K))Kw′(I (K))Kw′(I ∗)K
∑
j∈I∗
(wj/K − 1)
=w(I ∗) − K|I ∗|.
This implies that the relative error satisﬁes
(w(I ∗) − w(I (K))/w(I ∗)K|I ∗|/w(I ∗)wmax|I ∗|/nw(I ∗),
where the last inequality holds because wmaxw(I ∗).
Applying the algorithm of Theorem 2 to the scaled instance will require no more than O(n2w′(N))O(n2W/K)=
O(n4/) time. Thus we have proved:
Theorem 4. For a POK problem on poset P = (N,≺P ) with knapsack capacity b where dimP = 2 there is an FPTAS
which for any > 0 produces in time O(n4/) an ideal of processing time at most b and weight at least (1 − ) times
the optimum.
3. POK on special bipartite partial orders
POK is strongly NP-complete on bipartite orders [16]. In fact, the hardness result of [12] holds for a bipartite
Red–Blue instance. Moreover, the following holds:
Lemma 5. There is an approximation-preserving reduction of a POK problem on a poset P = (N0,≺P ) to a bipartite
Red–Blue POK instance.
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Proof. Given a general input N0 one can transform it to a bipartite input by having for each job i0 ∈ N0 two vertices i,
i′, one on each side X, Y of the partition. The vertex i on the X-side assumes the processing time and i′ the weight of i0.
Furthermore, i has zero weight and i′ has zero processing time. Precedence constraint i0 ≺ j0 for i0, j0 ∈ N0 translates
to i ≺ j ′. Moreover, i ≺ i′ for all i. Without loss of generality we can assume that in any ideal of N , inclusion of i
implies inclusion of i′. Thus there is a one-to-one correspondence between ideals of N andN0, with the total processing
time and weight being the same. 
In contrast, we present an efﬁcient algorithm for a special bipartite order. We show ﬁrst some useful facts. Let
(X, Y ; ≺) be a bipartite poset with comparability graph G = (X, Y ;E). Its bipartite complement G = (X, Y ;E) is
deﬁned by E = X × Y\E. An ideal X′ ∪ Y ′, where X′ ⊆ X and Y ′ ⊆ Y , is Y-maximal if there is no y ∈ Y\Y ′ such
that X′ ∪ Y ′ ∪ {y} is also an ideal. The ideal (X′, Y ′) is X-minimal if there is no x ∈ X′ such that (X′\x, Y ′) is also an
ideal.
Each ideal I of a poset is uniquely deﬁned by its maximal elements max I = {a ∈ I |b ∈ I such that a ≺ b} : If we
know max I , then I = {a|∃b ∈ max I such that a 
 b}. The elements of max I always form an antichain in the poset,
and an antichain generates an ideal in this sense. LetM= {I |I is an ideal such that max I is a maximal antichain}. It
is well known that (M,⊆) is a lattice which is isomorphic to the lattice of maximal antichains.
Lemma 6. The following statements are equivalent in a bipartite poset (X, Y ; ≺) with comparability graph G =
(X, Y ;E):
(1) X′ ∪ Y ′ is a Y-maximal and X-minimal ideal.
(2) Y ′ ∪ (X\X′) is a maximal antichain and (Y ′ ∪ X) ∈M.
(3) The induced subgraph G[X\X′, Y ′] is a maximal complete bipartite subgraph of the bipartite complement G.
Proof. 1.⇒ 2. Suppose X′ ∪ Y ′ is a Y-maximal and X-minimal ideal. We cannot have any edge between X\X′ and
Y ′ in G, since (X′, Y ′) is an ideal. Thus Y ′ ∪ (X\X′) is an antichain. Since Y ′ isY-maximal, every y ∈ Y\Y ′ must have
a predecessor in X\X′, so there is no y ∈ Y\Y ′ such that Y ′ ∪ (X\X′)∪ y would also be an antichain. Similarly, every
x ∈ X′ must have a successor y ∈ Y ′, since (X′, Y ′) is X-minimal, so there is no x ∈ X′ for which Y ′ ∪ (X\X′) ∪ x
would also be an antichain. This proves the maximality of the antichain Y ′ ∪ (X\X′). Accordingly, the ideal (Y ′ ∪X),
which is generated by Y ′ ∪ (X\X′), is inM.
2.⇒ 3. Obvious.
3.⇒ 1. Let G[X\X′, Y ′] be a maximal complete bipartite subgraph of G. This implies that no x ∈ X\X′ can be a
predecessor for any y ∈ Y ′, thus (X′, Y ′) is an ideal in (X, Y ; ≺). Since G[X\X′, Y ′] is a maximal complete bipartite
subgraph of G, no y ∈ Y\Y ′ is connected to every element of X\X′ in G, so there is no y ∈ Y\Y ′ extending the
ideal X′ ∪ Y ′, i.e., it is Y-maximal. Similarly, no x ∈ X′ is connected to every element of Y ′ in G, so X′ ∪ Y ′ is also
X-minimal. 
It is clear that in order to solve a Red–Blue bipartite instance of POK, we need to search through only the ideals which
are Y-maximal and X-minimal. By the above lemma, these ideals of a bipartite poset (X, Y ; ≺) are in a one-to-one
correspondence with the maximal complete bipartite subgraphs of the bipartite complement of its comparability graph.
If we have such a subgraph G[U,Z], then the corresponding ideal X\U ∪ Z, its weight w(X\U ∪ Z) and processing
time p(X\U ∪ Z) can all be computed in O(n) time. Furthermore, if the bipartite complement G is chordal bipartite,
then it has only at most |E| maximal complete bipartite subgraphs [19]. Kloks and Kratsch [18] found an algorithm
which lists these in O(|X ∪ Y |+ |E|) time if G is given by an appropriately ordered version of its bipartite adjacency
matrix. This proves the following theorem.
Theorem 7. Consider a Red–Blue instance of POK on a bipartite poset (X, Y ; ≺) with comparability graph G. If G
is chordal bipartite then there is an algorithm which solves this POK problem in O(n3) time.
We proceed now to lift the restriction that the bipartite instance is Red–Blue. The resulting problem is NP-hard, even
on this restricted class of posets, since it includes as a special case the classical Knapsack problem. To see this, divide
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the Knapsack instance arbitrarily into two parts. This is an empty bipartite order whose bipartite complement is clearly
chordal bipartite.
Let I = B ∪ C be an arbitrary ideal in the bipartite poset (X, Y ; ≺), where B ⊆ X and C ⊆ Y . It is clear that
max I partitions into C ∪ (max I ∩ B). Let X′ = B\max I and Y ′ = {y ∈ Y |x ∈ X\X′ such that x ≺ y}. It is clear
that C ⊆ Y ′ and that X′ ∪ Y ′ is a Y-maximal and X-minimal ideal. Then by Lemma 6, Y ′ ∪ (X\X′) is a maximal
antichain containing max I . The ideal generated by this maximal antichain is Y ′ ∪X ∈M. Furthermore, I ⊆ (Y ′ ∪X)
and (Y ′ ∪ X)\I is an antichain contained in Y ′ ∪ (X\X′). Thus I can be derived from (X ∪ Y ′) by the deletion of
an appropriate unordered subset of Y ′ ∪ (X\X′). If we considered for deletion all such subsets of Y ′ ∪ (X\X′), and
repeated this for all (X ∪ Y ′) ∈ M, then we would derive every ideal of the poset(X, Y ; ≺) (some of them possibly
several times).
Consider now an arbitrary instance of POK on a bipartite poset (X, Y ; ≺) with knapsack size b. Let (X ∪ Y ′) ∈M.
If p(X∪Y ′)b, then clearly we do not need to delete any antichain fromX∪Y ′, the feasible ideal of maximum weight
derivable from X∪Y ′ is X∪Y ′ itself. Otherwise, X∪Y ′ is infeasible, i.e., p(X∪Y ′)> b. Deﬁne X′ ={x ∈ X|∃y ∈ Y ′
such that x ≺ y}. We can ﬁnd the largest-weight feasible ideal derivable from X ∪ Y ′ by the above process by solving
the auxiliary classical Knapsack problem {maxw(J )|J ⊆ ((X\X′) ∪ Y ′)), p(J )b − p(X′)}. The optimal solution
J ∗ of this can be found by a pseudopolynomial algorithm in O(nW) time, and X′ ∪ J ∗ is the largest-weight feasible
ideal that can be derived from this (X∪Y ′) for the original POK instance. As we have discussed earlier, if (X, Y ; ≺) is
a bipartite poset whose comparability graph has a bipartite complement G= (X, Y ;E)which is chordal bipartite, then
|M| |E|, so that we need to call the pseudopolynomial algorithm for the solution of at most |E| auxiliary problems.
This proves the following.
Theorem 8. Consider an instance of POK on a bipartite poset (X, Y ; ≺) with comparability graph G and total item
weight W . If G is chordal bipartite then there is a pseudopolynomial algorithm which solves this POK problem in
O(n3W) time.
It is easy to see that invoking as a Knapsack oracle the FPTAS in [15], instead of a pseudopolynomial algorithm,
yields a (1 − ) weight-approximation to the original problem.
Theorem 9. Consider an instance of POK on a bipartite poset (X, Y ; ≺) with comparability graph G. If G is chordal
bipartite then there is an FPTAS which for any > 0 solves this POK problem in O(n3 log(1/) + n2(1/4)) time.
4. Applications to scheduling
In this section we show how the above pseudopolynomial algorithms for POK given in Theorems 2 and 8 lead to
improved polynomial-time approximation algorithms for special cases of the scheduling problem 1|prec|∑wjCj . The
following results of Woeginger [28] can be used in the transition between the two problems.
Lemma 10 (Woeginger [28]). If there is a polynomial-time -approximation algorithm for the special case of
1|prec|∑wjCj where 1wj n2 and 1pj n2 hold for all jobs j , then for every > 0, there exists a polynomial-
time (+ )-approximation algorithm for the general problem 1|prec|∑wjCj .
Woeginger [28] also deﬁned the following auxiliary problem, which is a special case of POK.
PROBLEM: GOOD INITIAL SET (IDEAL)
INSTANCE: An instance of 1|prec|∑wjCj with nonnegative integer processing times pj and weights wj , a real
number  with 0<  12 .QUESTION: Is there an ideal I in the poset P representing the precedence constraints for which p(I)(1/2+ )p(N)
and w(I)(1/2 − )w(N)?
The following theorem shows the strong connection between the solvability of POK and the approximability of
1|prec|∑wjCj . Its derivation uses two-dimensional Gantt charts as introduced in [11].
Theorem 11 (Woeginger [28]). If C is a class of partial orders on which GOOD INITIAL SET is solvable in pseu-
dopolynomial time, then for any > 0, the restriction of the scheduling problem to C, i.e., 1|prec,C|∑wjCj , has a
polynomial-time (+ )-approximation algorithm, where = 12 (
√
5 + 1) ≈ 1.61803.
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In view of the preceding developments, Theorem 11 leads to the following.
Corollary 12. For any > 0, 1|prec, dimP = 2|∑wjCj has a polynomial-time (+ )-approximation algorithm.
Proof. Let the rank of an ideal I be deﬁned asw(I)/p(I). PosetN is indecomposable if the only maximum-rank ideal is
the entire set. It is known that in order to improve on the 2-approximation for 1|prec|∑wjCj one needs only to consider
indecomposable instances [3,26]. Lemma 10 can be applied to 1|prec, dimP =2|∑wjCj , since besides scaling the job
parameters, its proof uses only the reversal of the precedence constraints, and the reverse of a two-dimensional poset is
clearly two-dimensional again. Thus it sufﬁces to consider only instances of 1|prec, dimP =2|∑wjCj wherewin2
and pin2. By Theorem 2 the corresponding instance of GOOD INITIAL SET can be solved in O(n2W) = O(n4)
time. 
After the ﬁrst publication of this work [20] an improved 32 -approximation for 1|prec, dimP = 2|
∑
wjCj was
obtained by Correa and Schulz [6]. Similarly by Theorems 11 and 8 we obtain:
Corollary 13. For any > 0, the problem 1|prec,≺P |∑wjCj , where P is a bipartite poset (X, Y ; ≺P ) such that
the bipartite complement of its comparability graph is a chordal bipartite graph, has a polynomial-time ( + )-
approximation algorithm.
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